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Abstract

To acquire language, learners have to map the language onto the environment, but languages vary in terms of how much information is present within the language to constrain how the sentence relates to the world. We investigated the conditions under which information within the language and the environment is combined for learning. In a cross-situational artificial language learning study, participants listened to transitive sentences and viewed two scenes, and selected which scene was described by the sentence. The language had free word order, and varied in terms of whether or not it contained morphosyntactic information in order to define the subject and object roles of nouns in the sentence. We found that participants were able to learn information about word order and vocabulary from each language, demonstrating that information within the language only was not necessary for learning. Instead, participants can combine constraints from language and environment to support acquisition.

Data and analyses are available at:
https://osf.io/hxqzc/?view_only=ea6ba6ff6bb468e8de2e8596f029dca
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Introduction

Information in language structure and environmental structure

Language learning, under natural ecological conditions, occurs in context, such that speech is heard at the same time as events unfold around the learner. However, determining which sounds within the speech refer to precisely what in the world is a substantial challenge. This complexity is due to there being multiple words within the utterance, and an infinite number of possible referents within the world for each of those words (Quine 1960). For instance, in an analysis of a corpus of child-directed speech, Yu and Ballard (2007) investigated co-occurrences of words spoken by a caregiver with actions and objects within the child’s view, and found that matching word-referent pairs comprised between 2.4 and 2.7% of the possible pairings in the child’s environment, with the vast majority being pairings between words and other referents in the environment in addition to the target. That is, more than 97% of possible pairings between words and referents in the child’s environment need to be disregarded by the learner, and only the small minority of correct co-occurrences are to be acquired.

One key means by which the language learner begins to get a grasp on pairing words with meanings is to track the cross-situational correspondences between words in the utterance and the objects, events, and relations that occur around them in the environment (McMurray et al., 2012; Siskind, 1996; Yu et al., 2021; Yurovsky et al., 2013). Cross-situational correspondences describe co-occurrences between particular words and particular features of the environment that are referred to by those words. From a single communicative situation, there may be several words and a huge panoply of possibilities for referents to each word that the language learner experiences. However, over multiple situations, learners may observe that a particular
environmental feature is present whenever a certain word is heard (Yu & Ballard, 2007). Experimental studies with adults and infants have shown that both noun-object mappings (Yu & Smith, 2007; Smith & Yu, 2008; Smith et al., 2011) and intransitive verb-action mappings (Childers et al., 2012; Scott & Fisher, 2012) can be acquired from these cross-situational statistics. Monaghan et al. (2015) extended these studies to demonstrate that both nouns and intransitive verbs could be learned simultaneously from cross-situational statistics, demonstrating how both these grammatical categories could be mapped from a single utterance to various objects and actions in the environment.

Learning individual word-referent mappings, as Gleitman (1990) noted, is an instance of a difficult problem, but language learners tend to experience substantially more complex situations than those tested in laboratory settings. Learners tend not to hear just words or very short phrases and tend not to see constrained environments containing small sets of selected objects or actions. Instead, learners hear sentences and observe varied scenes, where nouns, verbs, and (for some languages) morphosyntactic features have to be mapped onto objects, actions, and relations among those objects and actions. Yet, in order to fully understand the role of a word in a sentence, its meaning has to be known, but in order to understand the meaning of a word, its role in a sentence must also be known. How does the language learner solve this paradox?

Artificial language learning explorations of acquisition of vocabulary and syntactic structure have tended to solve this “chicken-and-egg” problem for learners by presenting the tasks in sequence. For example, Friederici et al. (2002) provided training in the meaning of words, before they were embedded in multi-word utterances. However, an alternative perspective is that there are multiple cues within
the language that can support learning of grammatical structure as well as vocabulary, and these cues may mitigate the need for prior, explicit learning of meanings of individual words.

**Morphology and word order across languages**

One source of information to indicate the role of words in the sentence is morphological case-marking of nouns, which can indicate which is the subject and which the object, and thus constraining the nouns’ relation to the verb. So, developing knowledge about the correspondence between these morphological markers and grammatical roles can provide an avenue toward learning words’ meanings. Alternatively, languages may provide this information in terms of word order (e.g., that the subject, object, and verb occur in reliable orderings within the sentence) which can also support derivation of this information. For example, in English, which does not mark subject and object case for nouns (except pronouns), the subject noun tends to occur before the verb and the object noun tends to occur immediately after the verb. Even for languages that permit freer word order, there is often a tendency to conventionalise the word order, as in the case of Japanese where both subject-object-verb (SOV) and subject-verb-object (SVO) word orders are permitted, but SOV is dominant (Shibatani, 1990).

The Competition Model (MacWhinney & Bates, 1989) contends that information about grammatical structure is carried either in word order or in morphology, and certainly occurrence of either case marking or fixed word order in a language has been shown to support learning of that language (Hawkins, 2004; Lupyan & Christiansen, 2002; van Everbroeck, 1999). Table 1 reports the results of an analysis of a wide set of languages in the World Atlas of Languages (Dryer &
Haseplmath, 2013) in terms of whether they use word order to indicate subject, object, and verb, and/or whether they use morphological case marking. Of the 239 languages with information on both word order and case marking, there is some support for the Competition Model, in that the majority of languages without case marking had a dominant word order, and the majority of languages without a dominant word order had case marking. Koplenig et al. (2017) found a similar trade-off in distribution between occurrence of case marking and fixed word order across 1,200 languages, though Levshina (2021), in a causal analysis of 30 languages, found that sociolinguistic influences between languages, rather than information processing constraints, were predominant in explaining the trade-off of morphology and word order constraints.

However, as shown in Table 1, there remain 11 languages of the 239 classified that have neither dominant word order nor morphological case marking (Dryer, 2013). In addition to the difficulty of acquiring language without prior knowledge of either vocabulary meaning or grammatical roles, how is language learning possible when subject and object roles are underspecified within the language? In other words, how could learners begin to relate words to their referents without information about the role of the word in the sentence?

Table 1. Analysis of number of languages by word order and case marking properties in the World Atlas of Languages (Dryer, 2013; Iggersen, 2013).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Case marking</th>
<th>Borderline case marking</th>
<th>No case marking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dominant word order</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No dominant word order</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note: “Borderline case marking” is when the language contains case marking but not of syntactic roles such as subject and object (Iggersen, 2013).

**Combining environmental and linguistic cues**

One possibility for resolving this problem of learning languages (with underspecified information within the language about subject and object roles of words) is that information from the environment about the subject and object roles of *referents* could contribute to constraining interpretation of the language. In a cross-situational experimental study, Rebuschat et al. (2021) tested whether participants were able to keep track of correspondences among multiple words in sentences of an artificial language and objects, properties of those objects, and actions illustrated in a scene. The language comprised transitive sentences with word order varying between SOV and OSV. The nouns were marked for subject or object case, and adjectives occurred optionally before the nouns. In their Experiments 2 and 3, each utterance occurred with two scenes, one of which corresponded to the referents for the nouns, case markers, adjectives, and verb in the sentence, and the other which contained objects, actions, and features of objects that did not correspond to the sentence. The study tested whether, over multiple learning trials without feedback, cross-situational learning was a sufficiently powerful mechanism for the learners to be able to keep track of the multiple possible mappings between words and referents in the scenes. Rebuschat et al. (2021) found that participants could successfully learn the language, acquiring information about word order, as well as the meanings of nouns, verbs, adjectives, and the roles of the subject and object case-markers.

Rebuschat et al. (2021) thus demonstrated that cross-situational statistical learning is a powerful source of information to aid learners to acquire grammatical
structure and meanings of words from multiple grammatical categories. Yet, the combination of sentences and scenes in Rebuschat et al.’s (2021) study provided more information than was strictly needed in order to highlight subject and object roles of nouns in the sentence. There was overlapping information present in terms of subject and object roles indicated in the scene alongside morphosyntactic markers indicating subject and object nouns in the sentence. Such overlapping information in language is not rare (Dale & Lupyan, 2012). Indeed, as noted above in Table 1, 99 languages in the analysis of 239 languages in the World Atlas of Languages have both case marking and a dominant word order indicating subject and object roles in the sentence. However, the effect of this overlapping information in the language and the environment has not, to our knowledge, been previously examined.

Previous studies have, however, investigated the effect of overlapping information within the language. Tal and Arnon (2022) conducted a study to determine whether overlapping information present in the language (referred to as redundancy) can confer an advantage for learning subject and object roles in an artificial language. Hebrew-speaking children and adults were exposed to a language with Hebrew nouns and verbs, but with a different word order than Hebrew. Participants were assigned to one of two conditions, one where subject and object roles were indicated with morphological markers, and one where only word order provided this information. Participants heard sentences and saw scenes relating to those sentences. Tal and Arnon (2022) found that children learned the redundant language better than the non-redundant language, whereas adults performed at ceiling in both conditions. Thus, they found that redundancy can promote learning of grammatical structure, at least for children. But what of the situation when grammatical information is specified neither within word order nor morphology? It
remains an understudied question as to how learning can proceed when grammatical structure is underspecified in the language.

Grounding language in the environment – that is, accompanying sentences with scenes to which those sentences refer – means that a far broader array of information is available for supporting language learning beyond the co-occurrences of words and morphemes within the language itself. In the case of a transitive sentence, such as “the penguin chases the monkey”, when the learner also observes a scene where penguin is observed as the chaser (i.e., the subject role), and monkey is observed being the chased (i.e., the object role), this provides valuable semantic information about the subject and object of the sentence, in turn constraining the interpretation of the verb “chases”. If the learner has some knowledge of the referent of penguin, or monkey, then bootstrapping of the grammar of the language and, simultaneously, the meaning of the verbs as well as other words in the sentence can commence. This combination of information about roles from the environment with the language means that learning, even from a language that is under-specified with respect to subject and object roles (as in those natural languages without dominant word order and without morphological case marking) is feasible.

Furthermore, there may be advantages to minimising the amount of overlapping information available for learning. According to the Competition Model (MacWhinney & Bates, 1989), providing overlapping, redundant information increases the burden on the learner by adding to the quantity of information that is present within the language. For instance highlighting subject and object roles with both word order and morphosyntax, as in Tal and Arnon’s (2022) study, means that the language is more internally complex than a language which indicates subject and object roles only with morphosyntax or with word order. So, if there is a benefit of
overlapping information for learning, then this is likely a trade-off with the increased quantity of information that the learner has to process (Gold, 1967).

The current study

In this study, our first research question was how can languages that are underspecified with regard to subject and object roles within the language still be learned? We predicted that a combination of environmental and linguistic constraints would be sufficient for learning, even if linguistic constraints alone were insufficient. Our second research question asked whether the overlapping information carried between sentence and scene in terms of determining subject and object roles can be exploited to support language learning. Based on studies of the benefit of redundancy (e.g., Tal & Arnon, 2022), we predicted that overlapping information between environment and linguistic features may result in learning that is advantageous over a language that requires information about subject and object roles to be supported by environmental information, where the information is complementary rather than redundant across the modalities. This boost to learning may be observed in acquisition of the nouns and verbs around which the marker words provide information about the respective roles of the two nouns. Thus, any benefit of information overlap could be observed in overall learning of the language – either in terms of acquiring the referents for the vocabulary or in terms of supporting learning of the word order constraints. Alternatively, the additional complexity of including morphosyntactic information about subject and object roles of the words may affect the ability of participants to acquire the word order and the multiple co-occurrences among words and potential referents in the environment, though Tal and Arnon’s (2022) study suggests that redundancy may proffer an advantage for learning.
We conducted a cross-situational language learning task, where sentences and scenes co-occurred, but we varied the extent to which information in the language about subject and object nouns was present. Our study took as its starting point the language and environment used in Rebuschat et al. (2021), Experiment 2, where a sentence occurred along with two scenes, one of which was referred to by the sentence.

In the first condition (informative marker condition), we included morphological markers to subject and object nouns in the sentence, as in Rebuschat et al. (2021). In this version of the language, there was sufficient information within the language itself to constrain the roles of words in the sentence. We anticipated that, as in Rebuschat et al. (2021), the word order and the referents (both actions and objects) for individual words in the language would be learnable, as well as the meaning of the subject and object markers themselves, though in Rebuschat et al. (2021) this learning effect was very small.

In a second condition (no marker condition), we omitted the morphological markers, such that the language was now under-specified and required complementary information from the scene about subject and object roles to be processed to determine the meaning of the actions and objects in the scene. Thus, there was no linguistic information about the subject or object roles of nouns in the sentence. If, in line with our prediction from the first research question, this partial information from language and scene can be combined effectively, then we should see evidence of learning, thus gaining evidence for how an under-specified language lacking both word order and morphological case marking information can be acquired (i.e., via co-occurrences among words in sentences and objects, actions and roles in the environment). Further, to test research question 2, if learning benefits from a
fully-specified language then we should see learning at lower levels for this no marker condition than the informative marker word condition.

We also included a third condition (uninformative marker condition), where the language contained morphological markers, but these were ambiguous with respect to the subject and object nouns in the sentence. Hence, this language was underspecified but also contained (uninformative) marker words that the learner would have to learn to ignore. This condition was included to control for the complexity of the language of the informative marker condition, because the no marker condition resulted in shorter sentences than the informative marker condition, and so differences between the no marker and informative marker conditions could be mitigated, or exaggerated, by differences in the sentence length\textsuperscript{2}. As for the no marker condition, we anticipated that if learning could proceed by combining partial information from the language and the environment for this uninformative marker condition, then we should see performance greater than chance in terms of accuracy. If participants had difficulty learning to ignore the uninformative marker words then we should see performance lower than the no marker condition.

Pre-registration of the analyses, data, and code for analyses are available on the Open Science Framework (OSF):
https://osf.io/hxqzc/?view_only=ea6ba6fff6bb468e8de2e8596f029dca

Method

Participants

There were 60 participants in this study, recruited through opportunity sampling via social media. Twenty participants were each randomly assigned to the three conditions, with this sample size for each group the same as previous studies.
using a similar paradigm to the marker word condition (Rebuschat et al., 2021)³. Twenty-eight participants identified as female and 32 identified as male, and their ages ranged from 19 to 68 ($M = 24.2$ years, $SD = 9.7$)⁴. Five of the participants had knowledge of a language that uses morphology to identify the subject and object of the sentence (one each speaking Albanian, Greek, both Kurdish and Turkish, Malayalam, and Russian). Three of these participants were in the informative marker condition, and one participant was in each of the other conditions. The other participants were monolingual English speakers⁵.

Ethical approval for this study was received from the Department of Psychology Research Ethics Committee at Lancaster University. Participants were informed of their right to withdraw and gave consent after receiving information about the general characteristics of the task they were to conduct. Participants automatically received a debrief sheet in their email one hour after completing the questionnaire.

**Materials**

Eight colourful cartoon animals were used in the study. These were adapted from https://freepik.com and https://vhv.rs by adding eyes when these did not appear and editing the background on which they appeared. Two of these (cat and warthog) were used in the practice trials, and the other six occurred in the main experiment (chicken, cow, elephant, owl, tortoise, and zebra). The animals were selected so that they were visually distinct from one another in terms of shape and colour.

The cartoon animals were animated to perform 6 different actions. Two of these were used in the practice trials (circling: where one animal moves around the other; chasing: where one animal moves toward the other then the other animal moves...
away with the first animal continuing to move towards the other). The other four actions were retained for the main part of the experiment, and involved: hiding, where one animal moved behind the other; jumping, where one animal moved in an arc over the other and stopped on the other side of the animal; bumping, where one animal approaches the other, touches it, and then the other animal moves rapidly away; and lifting, where one animal moves underneath the other, then both animals move upwards. The animals and actions occurred in front of a colourful outdoor scene, again taken from https://freepik.com. Figure 1 shows a still frame from an example of a learning trial.

Table 2. Example sentences in the three language conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Example sentence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Marker</td>
<td>bahget goral dingep zebra cow jumps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“cow jumps zebra” or “zebra jumps cow”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informative</td>
<td>melbai noo bimda thah racken owl subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marker</td>
<td>turtle object lifts “owl lifts turtle”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uninformative</td>
<td>goral noo limebah thah mackot cow subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marker</td>
<td>object hen subject/bobject bumps “hen bumps cow” or “cow bumps hen”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Still from an example learning trial. Participant hears a sentence in the artificial language and sees two scenes, in this case the left depicts the cow jumping the hen, and the right scene depicts the elephant bumping the zebra.

The language comprised 12 words, taken from Monaghan and Mattock (2012). There were six bisyllabic nouns that corresponded to the six animals (“bahget”, “bimdah”, “chilad”, “gorshal”, “limebah”, and “melbai”), four bisyllabic verbs (“dingep”, “mackot”, “racken”, and “thislin”), and two monosyllabic subject/object marker words (“noo” and “tha”). Words were spoken by a female native English speaker, and were recorded individually in a monotone.

The grammar of the language was verb-final with subject and object free to vary. Three different versions of the language were used, one for each condition of the experiment. For the no marker condition, there were no marker words, and so whether the first noun was the subject or object of the sentence was ambiguous. For the informative marker condition, the marker words occurred immediately after the
noun, and one marker word was always assigned to indicate subject, and one marker word reliably indicated object of the sentence. For the uninformative marker condition, the marker words occurred after the nouns, but there was no reliable correspondence as to whether each marker word indicated subject or object. Table 2 provides an example sentence for each of the three conditions, indicating that for the no marker and uninformative marker conditions two meanings are consistent with the sentence, but just one meaning is consistent in the informative marker condition.

The items used for testing what participants had learned about the word order constraints of the language comprised 12 grammatical and 12 ungrammatical sentences. The grammatical sentences were constructed in the same way as for the training trials, with nouns and verbs occurring an equal number of times across the sentences. The ungrammatical sentences had a different word order, with 3 each having the order VSO, VOS, SVO, and OVS. Depending on the condition, marker words occurred in these sentences alongside the nouns, and so this word order constraints test measured knowledge of the relative word order of the verb and noun phrases. Again, nouns and verbs occurred an equal number of times within the ungrammatical sentences.

**Procedure**

Participants first visited a webpage hosted on Qualtrics, an online questionnaire platform. Participants were provided with information about the task, indicated their consent, and gave background information on which language(s) they spoke. The information provided about the task was that participants would learn a new language, where they would hear a sentence and have to select from two scenes which they felt the sentence referred to. Qualtrics then automatically referred
participants to a webpage where the experimental task was delivered, programmed as a WebGL application using Unity 3D (version 2019.1.0f2, https://unity3d.com/) where the animations were implemented. The experiment was thus delivered entirely online.

The experiment commenced with participants indicating their gender, age, and handedness, and then an audio check was conducted by participants clicking on a series of four animals in the order that they were named using their English names (the animals were the same as those that later appeared in the main experiment).

Then the experiment moved on to the practice trials. The instructions about selecting the left or right scene corresponding to the sentence were reiterated. Then there were four practice trials. In each, participants saw two scenes, each comprising a cat and a warthog but interacting in different ways: with one either chasing or circling the other. After one completion of the action, participants heard the sentence, whilst the action continued. After the sentence completed, a sun appeared in the upper centre of each scene and participants clicked on the sun to indicate their scene selection.

After the four practice trials, the instructions were again reiterated, and participants pressed a button indicating Continue to move on to the training phase. For the training phase, participants saw two scenes, each containing two different animals and two different actions that had not been seen during the practice trials. After the action had completed, the sentence was heard whilst the action repeated. After the sentence was heard, the two suns appeared, and the actions repeated until the participant made a selection. After this selection, the next trial began immediately.

There were a total of 6 training blocks, each comprising 12 trials, with each animal occurring twice in the target scene and twice in the foil scene, and each action occurring 3 times in the target scene and 3 times in the foil scene. Half the trials in
each block had SOV word order, and the other half had OSV word order. Each noun and verb occurred an equal number of times in each block of training, each noun occurred an equal number of times as subject and object of the sentence, and co-occurrences of nouns with verbs were balanced over the whole training set. Marker words were similarly balanced within the training sets. We selected 6 training blocks, as previous studies using this paradigm had indicated reliable levels of learning after this amount of exposure (Rebuschat et al., 2021).

After the training trials completed, the vocabulary test items began. These were similar to the training trials, except that the two scenes differed in only one aspect. For the noun trials, the action was the same in the two scenes and just one of the animals differed; for the verb trials, the animals were the same in the two scenes, and the actions differed; for the marker word trials, the actions and animals were the same in the two scenes, but the subject and object roles of the animals were switched between the two scenes. There were 12 noun test trials, with each noun as target two times, and there were 8 verb test trials, with each verb occurring twice as target. For the marker word condition, there were 8 marker word test trials, but these trials did not occur for the other two conditions. Half the trials had SOV and half had OSV word order in the testing trials. Further examples of training and vocabulary test trials are shown in Appendix S1.

After the vocabulary testing trials, the experiment began the word order constraints testing trials. Participants were instructed that they would hear a sentence and see one scene, and they had to indicate if the language was the same or different than the language they had already heard. After hearing the sentence, participants clicked a similar or different button, then the next trial began. There were 2 practice trials, then the instructions were reiterated, then the 24 word order test trials were
presented, which balanced the occurrence of nouns and verbs. Two of the 24 word order test trials had previously been heard during training, but the majority of these test sentences were novel and so accurate performance in this test could only be achieved by generalising the participants’ language knowledge to these novel sentences, rather than rote learning the sentences. However, accurate responses could be achieved by recognising when the verbs occurred word finally or not – hence the test is of the word order with respect to relative positions of noun phrases and verbs rather than the full grammatical structure of the language. Results of analyses omitting the two test sentences that had been previously heard are reported in Appendix S4, and these results are similar to those reported here.

**Results**

For training trials and noun, verb, and marker word test trials, accuracy of correct sentence-scene pairs was scored 1 for correct selections and 0 for incorrect choices. These values were then entered into a series of general linear mixed effects models (GLMEs; using lme4 package v.1.1-31 in R v.4.2.2) as the dependent variable, with random effects of participant and of the sentence. Note that including random effects of the sentence was important to ensure that learning was not greater for certain items than others, because the pairing between particular words and actions and words and objects was the same across all participants.

All modelling commenced with the baseline model containing only random effects, including intercepts and slopes for fixed effects. If the model failed to converge or resulted in singularity then slopes were omitted one at a time until the model converged. Models were then constructed incrementally including additional fixed effects of training block (for the training trials) which was treated as a numeric
variable from 1 to 6, and of language condition (for training and test trials) which was a categorical variable. Each subsequent model was compared to the previous model using log-likelihood comparisons (Barr et al., 2013).

For the training trials, we additionally tested the fit of a quadratic effect of block, and compared this to the linear fit of block, according to our preregistration. However, the linear fit was found to be the better fit and so only linear fit of block was considered in the results reported here (see Appendix S2 for details of these analyses).

For the word order constraints test trials, to control for response bias, we analysed d-prime values for responses to grammatical over ungrammatical sentences. These d-prime values were thus produced for each participant and subsequently analysed using a linear regression model (lm in R).

Training trials

Figure 2 shows the proportion of correct responses by participants for each of the three language conditions over the six training blocks. As explorative statistics, we first determined whether participants could learn to select the correct scene given the sentence for each condition individually over the six blocks using one-sample t-tests. The results are shown in Table 3, and suggest that the correspondence between scenes and sentences could be acquired in all conditions, with slightly quicker acquisition for the no marker condition than the other two conditions, though note that there is a drop in accuracy for the uninformative marker condition after block 3.
Figure 2. Mean proportion correct across training for each language condition. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. The dashed black line shows chance performance.

Table 3. One-sample t-tests comparisons for participants’ performance against chance and Cohen’s d effect size (95% confidence intervals for Cohen’s d values in parentheses) for each language condition in each of the six training blocks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>No Marker</th>
<th>Informative Marker</th>
<th>Uninformative Marker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>d (95% CI)</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
<td>0.12 (-0.79, 0.46)</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.37 (-0.15, 1.18)</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.91*</td>
<td>0.63 (0.15, 1.65)</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.23*</td>
<td>0.72 (0.23, 1.78)</td>
<td>2.59*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.93*</td>
<td>0.72 (0.39, 2.06)</td>
<td>2.19*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.44*</td>
<td>0.77 (0.28, 1.87)</td>
<td>3.61*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * indicates $p < .05$. 
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Table 4. Fixed effects in the generalised linear mixed effects model of training trial accuracy, with no marker condition as reference category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(intercept)</td>
<td>-0.188</td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>-0.816</td>
<td>.414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>6.920</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language condition (informative marker)</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>.970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language condition (uninformative marker)</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.461</td>
<td>.645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block: Language condition (informative marker)</td>
<td>-0.058</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>-1.184</td>
<td>.236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block: Language condition (uninformative marker)</td>
<td>-0.142</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>-2.918</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Marginal $R^2 = .030$, Conditional $R^2 = .211$.

Syntax in R: `glmer(Accuracy ~ blocks * Condition + (1 | Participant) + (1 | item), family = binomial)`

For the generalised linear mixed effects models, for training block, the model with random slopes resulted in singularity, and so only random intercepts were included. There was a significant effect of training block, showing that over all three conditions, participants learned through the experiment, $\chi^2(1) = 80.42, p < .001$. There was no significant effect of condition, $\chi^2(2) = 1.41, p = .494$, but there was a significant interaction between block and condition, $\chi^2(2) = 8.66, p = .013$, with the no marker condition resulting in a greater increase in accuracy with training than the
uninformative marker condition, with no observable difference between the no marker and the informative marker conditions. We relevelled the effect of condition in the analyses to compare the uninformative marker and informative marker conditions, but the interaction with block was not significantly different, estimate = -0.084, SE = 0.048, \( z = -1.744, p = .081 \). The final model, reporting \( R^2 \) values for model fit (Nakagawa et al., 2017), is shown in Table 4.

Table 5. Testing trials accuracy against chance, showing one-sample t-tests and Cohen’s d effect size (95% confidence interval of effect size in parentheses).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Feature</th>
<th>No Marker</th>
<th>Informative Marker</th>
<th>Uninformative Marker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>( d ) (95%)</td>
<td>( t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nouns</td>
<td>2.77*</td>
<td>0.62 (0.12, 1.60)</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbs</td>
<td>3.52*</td>
<td>0.79 (0.29, 1.90)</td>
<td>2.91*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markers</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word order</td>
<td>13.41*</td>
<td>3.00 (2.21, 6.25)</td>
<td>7.34*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * indicates \( p < .05 \).

Testing trials

It is possible to discern the target scene from the foil scene based on only partial information from the language – for instance, if the participant had learned only the verb then for most trials, it would be possible to accurately select the correct scene in the training trials. In order to determine what features of the language were acquired, we assessed the testing trials for each language feature separately. For each testing trial (where the two possible scenes differ by just one property) selecting the
scene that corresponds to the sentence was assigned 1, and 0 if the incorrect scene was selected.

First, in explorative analyses, we determined whether performance was above chance using one-sample t-tests for each language feature for each condition separately. The results are shown in Table 5. The results indicate that learning was effective for nouns, verbs, and word order in all three conditions – though this was not significant for nouns for the informative marker condition (\(p = .051\)). For marker words, this was only tested in the informative marker condition, and this resulted in no significant evidence of learning. Figure 3 shows the mean accuracy by participant for each language feature.

For the generalised linear mixed effects model of accuracy for noun test trials, only random intercepts and no slopes were included in the final model. The addition of language condition to the null model containing only random effects resulted in no significant effect, \(\chi^2(2) = 0.202, p = .904, \text{marginal } R^2 = .001, \text{conditional } R^2 = .116\), thus nouns were not learned significantly better in any of the language conditions. For the verb test trials, again only random intercepts were included in the final model. The addition of language condition did not significantly improve model fit, \(\chi^2(2) = 0.662, p = .718, \text{marginal } R^2 = .006, \text{conditional } R^2 = .362\), with none of the conditions resulting in significantly different verb learning.

For the word order trials, the linear regression model with language condition as a predictor was significant (see Table 6), \(R^2 = .11, p = .034\). D-prime values were significantly higher (so discrimination between grammatical and ungrammatical sentences better) for the no marker condition than the informative marker condition, \(\beta = 0.67, SE = 0.27, t = 2.49, p = .016\), and also higher for the uninformative marker condition than the informative marker condition, \(\beta = 0.57, SE = 0.27, t = \)
2.09, $p = .041$. The no marker and uninformative marker conditions did not differ significantly when the language condition was relevelled so that the no marker condition as the reference level, beta = 0.11, SE = 0.27, $t = 0.40, p = 0.691$.

Figure 3. Proportion correct for nouns, verbs, marker words, and d-prime for word order in the test trials. Dashed line indicates chance performance.

Table 6. Linear regression of d-prime values for word order testing trials.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Fixed effects</strong></th>
<th><strong>estimate</strong></th>
<th><strong>SE</strong></th>
<th><strong>t</strong></th>
<th><strong>p</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(intercept)</td>
<td>2.493</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>13.045</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language condition (informative markers)</td>
<td>-0.674</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>-2.494</td>
<td>.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language condition (uninformative markers)</td>
<td>-0.108</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>-0.399</td>
<td>.691</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Syntax in R: `lm(dprime ~ Condition)`

**Discussion**

This study assessed the conditions under which languages can be learned from correspondences between complex multi-word sentences and scenes, when varying the role of morphological markers to indicate subject and object roles in the language. The languages either contained morphological markers to subject and object roles of sentences, or contained morphological markers that did not indicate subject and object roles, or had no morphological markers at all. In each of these languages, word order was not a cue to subject or object roles, in contrast to Tal and Arnon’s (2022) study. In terms of identifying which scene corresponded to a heard sentence during training, learning was found to be general across the three language conditions. In particular, when there were informative markers indicating subject and object roles and when there were no markers at all, performance on selecting the target scene corresponding to the sentence was accurate, and learning was rapid. After hearing only 36 sentences, participants were already above chance in detecting the scene. The evidence for the condition where the markers were uninformative about subject and object roles was more mixed, with performance above chance by block 3, then not increasing substantially with more training.
These results replicate previous studies (Rebuschat et al., 2021) that have shown that artificial languages containing multiple grammatical categories can be learned when presented alongside scenes indicating transitive actions. Multiple possible mappings between each of the words in the language and the actions and objects in the environment are tracked by the learner, where the intended mapping between words and their referents are rapidly acquired, and the word order in which those words occur is also ascertained quickly and accurately by learners. In Rebuschat et al. (2021), the meaning of the (informative) marker words was also found to be learned above chance, however, in the current study, there was no direct evidence of learning of the marker words (in the informative marker condition for the marker word test items).

These previous results by Rebuschat et al. (2021) are also extended by demonstrating that learning is robust to variations in the language itself. The no marker condition provides an underspecified language to the learner, in that the first word may be the subject or the object of the sentence, and there is no clue in the language itself to indicate the role of the nouns. However, information about the subject or object role of the animals with respect to the action they perform is present in the environment. The overlapping constraints from information contained in the language and the environment are shown to support learning, even when there is not sufficient information within the language itself to constrain the interpretation. This highlights that language learning cannot be isolated from the information contained in the broader environment within which speakers produce utterances. Learners are able to combine information from complex scenes to support acquisition of words and word order structure in the language.
The first key research question in our study was whether this learning of cross-situational correspondences between sentences and scenes could occur even when the language itself was underspecified with respect to the relations among words in the sentence – i.e., when subject and object roles of nouns were not indicated by either word order or morphosyntax. The results were positive. For all language conditions, learning was above chance by the end of training. For the tests of individual features of the language at the end of training, again for all conditions performance was above chance for recognising the word order and the verbs of the language. There was also evidence of learning the nouns in the no marker and uninformative marker conditions at a level that was greater than chance, though performance was not significant for the informative marker condition, but the mixed effects modelling results indicated that the three conditions were not significantly different than one another in terms of overall noun learning. However, there was limited evidence of learning the role of the morphological markers to subject and object roles in the informative marker condition, and so it remains a possibility that attention to these markers was not relevant, and certainly not required, for acquisition of the language.

Overall, we found evidence of learning that extended across both word order and vocabulary, demonstrating that the meanings of words and the relative positions of words in sentences can be acquired at the same time, even when structure within the language is formally insufficient for learning. Hence, acquisition occurs through integration with information present in the environment. The results therefore demonstrate that apparently impossible languages – those that are underspecified with respect to the relations between words in the sentence – can be learned (or at least they can begin to be acquired in terms of learning the nouns, verbs, and aspects of
word order) when co-occurrences with information in the environment that the language describes is integrated into learning.

The second research question was whether overlapping information between the language structure and the environment promoted learning. We compared languages where subject and object roles are indicated in both the environment and the morphological structure within the language to languages where the morphological structure was absent, so subject and object roles were only evident in the environment. In studies which have included multiple overlapping cues within the language (e.g., word order and morphosyntactic markers) learning grammatical structure appears to be promoted, at least in the case of children learning the language (Tal & Arnon, 2022), whereas in the current study when these cues were distributed across modalities (within the language and outside the language in the broader environment) then there was no boost to learning observed.

In contrast to studies finding an advantage for redundant information when that redundancy was present within the language structure, in our study we found evidence that the extra simplicity that results from omitting morphological information may instead result in an advantage for learning. For the no marker condition omitting morphosyntax enabled a simplification of the structure of the language, resulting in a language without subject and object markers, and consequently shorter sentences. This greater simplicity resulted in a steeper trajectory of learning during training when compared to the more complex (but also under-specified) uninformative marker condition. Note that the greater simplicity exerted its effect both on the training trials, and on the test trials, which were all shorter in the no marker condition than the other conditions. The uninformative marker condition provided a control for the omission of morphological markers regarding subject and
object roles to the no marker condition, but also a control for overall sentence length with the informative marker condition. The uninformative marker and informative marker conditions did not result in a significant difference in learning during training, supporting evidence that simplicity (i.e., the advantage of the shorter language in the no marker word condition) was to a degree driving the results during learning.

For the other test trials, simplicity of language structure did not fully explain the observed results. The noun and verb test trials did not differ according to any condition, but the word order testing trials did: both the no marker and uninformative marker conditions resulted in more accurate performance than the informative marker condition. In this case, the lack of informative morphological information seemed to drive more accurate detection of the word order of the nouns and verbs in the sentence. Note that the uninformative marker condition, controlled in terms of sentence length and number of marker words with the informative marker condition, may have elicited a different learning approach: requiring unlearning that the marker words indicate any structure, and the slight drop in learning during training from block 3 to block 4 may indicate this reconfiguration of learning (see Figure 2).

Though the effect of learning the function of the marker words in the informative marker word condition was not replicated from Rebuschat et al. (2021), there was some indirect evidence that these marker words were inducing an effect on learning, even though this seemed to be impeding the acquisition of knowledge about the word order of the language. This may be because the participants’ focus is on determining the role of these marker words in the informative marker condition, prior to learning exactly how those markers relate to subject and object roles. Walker et al. (2020) showed that doubling the length of training compared to the current study increased the ability of participants to detect the subject and object roles of marker words, and
so extending the training time in an extension of the current study may increase the fidelity of the direct and indirect effects of language structure on learning.

Our participants’ learning when there is no dominant word order and no morphological marking of subject and object roles highlights that, when the language and the environment in which the language is spoken are taken as joint contributors to learning, there are more possibilities for how and where information about subject and object roles are represented in the language. This learnability of an underspecified language points to flexibility in language structure that permits a broader space within which language structure can change over time, and provides a potential explanation for how the 11 languages without reliable word order or case marking, reported in Table 1, could be acquired (Iggersen, 2013). Languages that develop conventionalised word order are more likely as a consequence to lose morphological case marking, though diachronic studies have suggested there are also numerous cases of language change from fixed to free word order (Gell-Mann & Ruhlen, 2011). Yet, even when languages are in transition – where cues to grammatical roles are unreliable – learning is likely still to be possible by coordination of the language information with the environment that the language describes.

The investigation here into languages lacking redundancy within the linguistic features of the language provides a counterpoint to studies that have investigated how linguistic redundancy can support learning. According to the Competition Model, languages will tend to include information about grammatical structure either in word order or in morphology (MacWhinney & Bates, 1989), whereas our studies have shown that this information can also be included in links between the linguistic structure and broader information within the visual environment around the learner. Dale and Lupyan (2012) theorised, and Tal and Arnon (2022) demonstrated
experimentally, that redundancy in the linguistic structure – indicating subject and object roles in both word order and morphology – could improve learning, at least for some participants. Hence, redundant information within the language can promote learning. Yet, our studies indicate that when there is overlapping information that spans across modalities – linguistic and environmental – then this did not provide evidence of learning at higher levels of accuracy than when there was no redundancy in the subject and object roles of nouns in the language.

It is possible that the lack of an advantage from including morphological information (which provides overlapping information between language structure and environment) in our study is due to the predominance of speakers of English as a first language where there was no expectation of information about morphology marking subject and object roles. However, in Tal and Arnon’s (2022) study, child Hebrew-speakers could learn better from the redundant information even though Hebrew also does not have morphology marking subject and object roles. Yet, Tal and Arnon (2022) found that adult Hebrew-speakers did not improve with redundancy, though they considered that this was likely because learning was high in both redundant and non-redundant conditions. In our study, learning was not at ceiling levels, and so it remains a possibility that overlapping information between morphological information and subject and object roles in the environment does not boost learning, with redundancy within language only able to provide this increase to learning. It could be that providing this overlapping information between language and environment in terms of word order constraints, rather than morphological cues, may promote learning, particularly as the participants were speakers of English, where word order, but not morphology (except in the case of pronouns), provides this information.
Determining how participants approach the task, and what they learn explicitly about the task, would be a valuable addition to future studies using this, and related, paradigms. For instance, Monaghan et al. (2021) found that, for a cross-situational learning study of a simpler language, explicit knowledge about language structure was related to improved learning, especially during the middle stages of exposure. Relatedly, Reber (1993) and Wonnacott et al. (2012) described how differences in task understanding may affect what is learned. Furthermore, how participants are tested may have affected the information that they used for learning. In Tal and Arnon’s (2022) study, the subject and object roles were required as a part of the participants’ response to the task, whereas in our paradigm, this was not explicitly required (except for the marker word trial tests for the informative marker word condition). Thus, the task requirements may affect the “experimental pragmatics” (Wonnacott et al., 2012) contributing to the influence of redundancy to what is learned from the language.

The learning of correspondences between complex sentences and scenes provides a proof of concept for how the early stages of language acquisition can proceed when the learner has no knowledge of what words mean nor what syntactic roles occur in the language nor how they are expressed in the language. Our learners can acquire information both about word-referent mappings and the relative position of (at least some) words in sentences. Learning meanings of words is an example of a “difficult problem”, but not all words are equal, and some are harder to learn than others (Gleitman et al., 2005). As an example of words that are harder to acquire, Gleitman (1990) describes cases where there is no feature of the environment to define unambiguously the meaning of transitive verbs, such as for the distinction between “flee” versus “chase”, or “buy” versus “sell”. In these cases, the action
observed in the environment will be identical, but the meaning of the verb requires the subject and object roles of the nouns to first be resolved. This “impossible” problem thus requires the syntax of the utterance to be understood prior to the meaning of the words being acquired.

Though we have not directly addressed this in our study, the results of our study provide an inkling as to how meanings of these “hard words” (Gleitman et al., 2005), which require integration of syntactic information to constrain word meanings, can be learned – from subtle cross-situational statistics where cues about how events unfold in the environment are combined with constraints that are present within the language itself. Our participants showed how they can begin to acquire word-referent mappings as well as some of the word order constraints of the language. However, our language did not contain any of these hard words, such as “flee” versus “chase”. Determining how these verbs could be acquired using a similar paradigm to that used here would be an interesting point of future study. For these “hard word” verbs, the action observed in the environment would be identical, with novel words referring to “chase” and “flee” both presented for learning by participants, where the meaning of the verb requires the subject and object roles of the nouns to first be resolved. The underspecified language without marker words would not be able to provide this information.

Interestingly, even the informative marker condition requires additional information to constrain interpretation of the verb. That is, subject and object marker words on their own would not be sufficient to determine which is the subject and which is the object – only that they are distinct. For instance, for the sentence in Table 2, “melbai noo bimdah tha racken”, meaning “owl subject-marker turtle object-marker lifts”, if noo is learned as an object marker, and tha is learned as a subject
marker, then the sentence could be interpreted as “turtle lifted by owl”. Thus, either subject markers or verbs need to be learned in unambiguous contexts, such as intransitive sentences, or the environment would need to provide additional information about communicative focus, such as indicating the intended agent of the action, and thus subject of the sentence (Tomlin, 1995).

A further limitation, and potential point for extension, of the current study is that the language and environment are still simple compared to the complexity of children’s language input and environment to which the language refers. Though the current language exceeded typical utterance length for children’s input (e.g., Hoff & Naigles, 2003), the sentence structure was limited to transitive sentences, the vocabulary was small (comprising only 12 words), and the complexity of the scenes was very restricted (4 objects, and 2 actions, across the 2 scenes). How learners scale up their learning to more complex scenes, and a larger vocabulary, though the current study does indicate how this learning may at least commence for frequently occurring words in restricted scenes (e.g., Yu & Ballard, 2007).

The studies of learning in this experiment involve comprehension of a sentence with the referent of the sentence concretely available. A further challenge to communication comes from describing events that are not present. In this case, as for the example of the “hard words”, a language with free word order and no morphological marking cannot convey subject and object cases, and so a degree of ambiguity in whether “penguin chases monkey” or “monkey chases penguin” is the intended meaning would be present. However, during language learning, language is frequently produced when referents are present in the environment (e.g., Yu & Ballard, 2007; Yu et al., 2021), meaning that acquisition of an underspecified
language is still possible even if further communicative tools are later required to convey meaning of events distant in time or space (Snow, 1990).

In summary, we have shown how some aspects of vocabulary and word order constraints – an important aspect of grammar – can be acquired from integration of linguistic and environmental information about events to which the language refers. Though there was no direct evidence for use of morphological information to constrain subject and object roles in this study, the results point the way toward a potential solution to a long-standing question about how language can be learned given the interconnectedness of vocabulary and grammar. Further, the study illustrates that considering a broader environmental context that extends beyond the structure present in the language itself highlights a broader space of possibilities for how languages can express grammatical roles and how this expression can change diachronically.
Footnotes

1. Note that further determining the meaning of *chase* in contrast to *flee* would require additional knowledge of the subject and object roles. We return to this point in the Discussion.

2. Note that this deviates from the structure of a natural language, where uninformative cues do not occur, though morphological cues that refer to features other than subject or object roles (such as gender, number or tense) may need to be acquired.

3. We conducted post hoc power analyses, and simulations of power where the sample size was varied, and found that power was effective for determining the key effect of learning during training (power = 100%), as well as the key interaction between training time and comparisons between the no marker and uninformative marker conditions (power = 84%). We acknowledge that post hoc power analyses are not ideal for justifying participant numbers, though this is a better alternative than conducting power analyses based on simulations of studies that are less closely related to the current study. Data simulations revealed that distinguishing between the no marker and informative marker condition would require 100 or more participants per group, and so this was an effect that is likely underpowered in our current study. However, as this was just one effect investigated in the current study, we opted not to extend further the sample size for the current study, which is not recommended after data analysis has commenced (Simmons et al., 2011) and is consistent with our pre-registration of the analysis (see https://osf.io/hxqzc/?view_only=ea6ba6fff6bb468e8de2e8596f029dca for details of the power simulations).
4. Age distributions were not different across the three conditions: Informative marker condition mean age = 25.3 years (SD = 9.5); No marker condition mean age = 23.4 years (SD = 9.1); uninformative marker condition mean age = 24.1 years (SD = 10.1). \[ |t(38)| <= 0.65, \ p >= .522, \ |d| <= 0.11. \]

5. Unfortunately, our anonymisation of the data meant that we were unable to identify exactly which participants these were, so we could not repeat the analyses omitting these participants. However, if this morphological variation had a substantial effect on learning then we would see it distributed across the three conditions adding variation to the results, rather than skewing them substantially.

6. Note that in the preregistered analysis we stated that d-prime values would be analysed using linear mixed effects models, however, this overlooked the fact that only one d-prime value per participant could be generated and so analysis with item level effects could not be conducted.

7. An alternative way to report the overall effect of learning for the marker words in the marker word condition would be to construct a generalised mixed effects model with random effects but no fixed effects. In this case, the model results provide an intercept only, which corresponds to whether learning is different than chance. The results were consistent with the values reported in Table 5: intercept estimate = -0.025, SE = 0.158, z = -0.158, \( p = .874 \). marginal R\(^2\) = 0.00.
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